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LONDON: Husbands and wives across the
world are being confronted with their partners’
extramarital affairs after a catastrophic leak at
adultery website Ashley Madison spewed elec-
tronic evidence of infidelity across the Internet.
Online forums were buzzing Thursday with
users claiming to have found evidence that
their significant others were on the dating site.
In the United States, a religious ex-reality televi-
sion star made a groveling apology after a
media outlet found his financial data in the
dump. In Britain and Israel, parliamentarians
were put on the spot after their email addresses
were located in the trove. And in Australia, one
woman appeared to learn - live on air - that her
husband’s details were registered with the site.

Family law experts are divided on the likely
offline impact of the leak, but Los Angeles-
based divorce lawyer Steve Mindel predicted an
uptick in business for him and his colleagues.
“We’re all saying: ‘It’s going to be Christmas in
September,’” Mindel said. “Pretty soon all of this
stuff is going to surface and there’s going to be
a lot of filings for divorce directly as a result of
this.”

Cheating spouses 
Ashley Madison marketed itself as the pre-

mier venue for cheating spouses before data
stolen by hackers from its parent company,
Toronto-based Avid Life Media Inc, started
spreading across the Internet earlier this week.
Late Thursday the same hackers released a sec-
ond dump of information, whose content The
Associated Press was not immediately able to
determine.

The material previously released, pertaining
to the site’s 35 million or so registered mem-
bers, has already drawn widespread attention.
Websites devoted to checking emails against
the leaked data appeared to be experiencing
heavy traffic. Forums such as Reddit - the user-
powered news and discussion site - carried sto-
ries of anguished husbands and wives con-
fronting their partners after finding their data
among the massive dump of information.

In the US, the hack drew a public apology
from Josh Duggar, former star of “19 Kids and
Counting,” which centered on the life of the
large - and apparently wholesome - Duggar
family. After news and gossip site Gawker said it
had found proof he paid for an account with
Ashley Madison, Josh Duggar released a state-
ment admitting he had cheated on his wife.

“I have been the biggest hypocrite ever,” the

statement said. The 27-year-old Duggar’s
admission comes several weeks after a molesta-
tion scandal first broke, which led to his show’s
cancellation. An AP review was the first to
reveal that US government workers used their
federal office systems to access the site, includ-
ing some with sensitive jobs in the White
House, Congress and law enforcement agen-
cies.

Emotional punch 
In Sydney, Australia, when the hosts of a

morning show asked listeners to phone in if
they wanted their spouse’s details run through
the database, a woman called saying she was
suspicious because her husband had been act-
ing strangely since the news of the leak broke.
The hosts plugged his details into a website
and said they found a match.

“Are you serious? Are you freaking kidding
me?” the woman asked, her voice shaking.
“These websites are disgusting.” She then hung
up. The emotional punch of the Ashley Madison
leak puts it in a separate category than the
parade of recent data breaches, said Eduardo
Ustaran, a data protection and privacy lawyer
with Hogan Lovells in London.

“Passwords can be changed and credit cards
replaced,” he said in an email. “But the Ashley
Madison breach is different because it threat-
ens to destroy lives and families.” It could also
threaten political careers. Journalists are comb-
ing through the data, looking for the names of
celebrities, top officials or religious leaders.
Their task has been complicated by the fact
that many of the profiles were tied to fake or
borrowed email addresses, which users did not
necessarily have to validate.

In Britain,  Scottish lawmaker Michelle
Thomson said an obsolete email address had
been “harvested by hackers” and used to regis-
ter an account with the site. A similar explana-
tion was offered by Talab Abu Arar, a Bedouin
Arab lawmaker in Israel whose parliamentary
email address was found amid the dump.
“Someone wanted simply to hurt my good
name ... it is very annoying,” he told Israel’s
Army Radio.

Like many Bedouin Arabs, Abu Arar practices
polygamy and has a wife and a common-law
partner. With two partners, he said, why would
he need a website? “I’m not lacking in women,”
he said with a chuckle. Kristen Gelineau in
Sydney and Daniel Estrin in Jerusalem con-
tributed to this report. — AP 

KUWAIT: Huawei Honor, the world’s No. 1
smartphone e-brand has announced the
launch of its second device to the Middle East
market, Honor 4X, which will be sold exclu-
sively on Souq.com from 25th August at 54.9
KWD. Honor has also revealed that the first
6000 users to buy the phone will get a free 16
GB SD memory card.

The latest release firmly establishes the
brand’s intention to revolutionize the indus-
try with its brave new factory-to-consumer
business model and gain 10% market share in
online phone sales by the end of 2015.  Hot
on the heels of the Honor 6 Plus launch in
May which sold out on Souq.com in one
week, the Honor 4X smartphone aimed at the
region’s discerning millennial consumers is
set to become a top seller on the largest e-
commerce site in the Middle East due to its
high specs and accessible price. 

Honor 4X has already impressed global
consumers with its 64bit Octa-core Kirin620
high speed processor for a super strong per-
formance and its regular-usage battery life of
up to three days. The Honor 4X also packs a
SmartImage 2.0 and Sony 13M camera with
the option to refocus after taking pictures as
well as a 5M front camera with an advanced
selfie algorithm and beauty mode. Due to its
performance and great value, the device is
already a global top seller for the Honor
brand.

Chris Sun Baigong Vice President of
Huawei Honor in the Middle East comment-
ed, “We are extremely excited to be launching
our second Honor smartphone in the region
exclusively with Souq.com. Our brave factory-
to-consumer business model allows us to
offer cutting edge technology, fresh from our
R&D centre and factory, straight to our con-
sumers at a competitive and appealing price.

“Honor is in the Middle East to stay and we
are keen to further disrupt the smartphone
market with our brave products and services.
Currently, an Honor device is sold every 1.5
seconds around the world and the 4X appear-
ance in the Middle East is sure to lift that even
higher.”  Honor, which has entered 74 mar-
kets over the past year, comes from a position
of strength with the backing of Huawei, one
of the most innovative ICT companies in the

world. The brand recently announced it had
surpassed all expectations as figures released
for the first half of 2015 demonstrated that
revenue had catapulted to USD 2.63 billion
and the number of units has increased dra-
matically to more than 20 million devices - a
figure Honor is hoping to double by the end
of the year. This phenomenal growth means
that sales for Honor in the first six months of
2015 has already exceeded revenue for the
whole of 2014, indicating 100% growth year
on year.
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